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another shower came. The character of the weather was of a

kind suited to betray the frequent poverty of English land

scape. When the sky is clear and the sun bright, even the

smallest and tamest patches of country have their charms:

there is beauty in even a hollow willow pollard fluttering its

silvery leaves over its patch of meadow-sedges against the deep

blue of the heavens; but in the dull haze and homogeneous

light, that was but light and shadow muddled into a neutral

tint of gray, one could not now and then avoid remarking that

the entire prospect consisted of but one field and two hedge-

rows.

As we advanced, appearances did not improve. The wheaten

fields exhibited, for their usual golden tint slightly ninbered, an

ominous tinge of earthy brown; the sullen rivers had risen high

over the meadows; and rotting hay-ricks stood up like islands

amid the water. At one place in the line the train had to drag

its weary length in foam and spray, up to the wheel-axles,

through the overfiowings of a neighboring canal. The sudden

shower came ever and anon beating against the carriage win

dows, obscuring yet more the gloomy landscape without; and

the passengers were fain to shut close every opening, and to

draw their great-coats and wrappers tightly around them, as

if they had been journeying, not in the month of August,

scarcely a fortnight after the close of the dog-days, but at

Christmas. I heard among the passengers a few semi-political

remarks, suggested by the darkening prospects of the agricul

turist. The Anti-Corn-Law League, with all its formidable

equipments, had lain for years, as if becalmed in its voyage, a

water-logged hulk, that failed to press on towards its port of

destination. One good harvest after another had, as sailors

say, taken the wind out of its sails; and now here evidently

was there a strong gale arising full in its poop. It was palpa-
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